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…Latino! 
Chicano! 
Or whatever I call myself 
I look the same 
I feel the same… 
from “I am Joaquin” 
―Rodolfo Corky Gonzales 
(1929-2005) 

 

MACLA, Movimiento de Arte y Cultura Latino Americana is pleased to present our Third 

Chicana/o Biennial, an exhibition and public forum conceived to take inventory of, and invite 

reflection every two years on Contemporary Chicana/o art.  The Chicano Movement of the 

sixties and seventies catalyzed a growing art scene within the Latino community.  Individual 

artists became the backbone of this movement with posters and murals pushing for civil rights 

and social change.  The Chicano movement affirmed Mexican American consciousness; it 

linked Aztlán – the Nahuált name for the South Western United States— and indigenous 

traditions to the Spanish conquest and the modern bicultural experience.  Self representation 

and self determination were the guiding principles of the Chicano art movement forty years ago 

and these principles continue to play a critical role for the next generation of Chicano artists. 

Like the previous Chicana/o Biennials, the curatorial position of this exhibition focused on 

contemporary Latino art with a thematic approach by asking the following questions: 1) What 

are the pressing concerns (politics) at this moment? 2) What does Chicana/o art looks like 

(aesthetics) today? 3) How do artists engage the community (activism and organizing)?  As an 

alternative Latino art space, MACLA offers a place for artists to examine the concerns of not 

only the Chicano community but also those of a more inclusive representation of Latino artists.  

The title of the exhibition is critical to the exhibition’s framing.  Although the term Chicano 

represents both genders, many prior exhibitions of Chicano Art have been male dominated.  By 

framing this exhibition as Chicana/o Biennial MACLA highlights the still occurring gender 

inequalities in the art world. 

The Chicana/o Biennial is a no-fee juried exhibition that focuses on recent work.  More than 250 

entries were received and the selection process was extremely difficult.  The jurors felt that the 

exhibition should reflect artists in different points of their careers, from famosa/os, whose work 

was critical part of the movement, to emerging artists. While more than half of the selected 

artists are based in the Bay Area; we are also very pleased to have artists living in Southern 

California, Texas, Colorado and New Mexico. 

The work in this exhibition is framed into larger themes.  Like a journey though history and 

immigration, Gustavo Martinez uses trains as metaphors for past, present and future. Tren del 

Este is made out stoneware and decorated with Mesoamerican mythological symbols.  

Emulating ancestral tribes that used ceramic vessels to tell stories, Gustavo’s train connects 

culture and places though transportation.  The zigzag refers to the constant change of cultures; 



new beginnings and challenges.  Consuelo Jiménez Underwood refers to the ancestral 

inhabitants of Aztlán with embroidery flowers representing the different tribes on a triangular flag 

made with fabric with the colors of the US flag. Considering the geometric figure and the tension 

of the opposites, US Triangle displays the convergence of cultures in the US. The provocative 

pieces by the El Paso-based sculptor Margarita Cabrera, addresses the problematic situation 

surrounding the US-Mexico border.  Recreating the backpacks collected by US border patrol 

agents from detained immigrants, the Yellow Backpack contains various items, including a garlic 

head, a rosary and even a breast pump. The Nopal with Tunas #5 is made out of border patrol 

uniforms and a vase resembling the souvenirs sold on the border to tourists.  Margarita 

addresses the maquiladoras, economic changes, the idea of dislocation and the “American 

Dream”. Yolanda M. López grew up in San Diego, California.  Leather Flowers represents 

Yolanda’s memoirs of the eclectic array of artifacts sold to tourists in Tijuana. In Yolanda’s 

words, “Tourist trinkets also took the form of handmade silver jewelry, velvet paintings, and 

crafted-carved leather belts and handbags. This array of tourist arts was the only body I could 

cite as a young ‘Spanish’ girl as evidence of a reified Mexican visual culture.” 

Domestic labor is vividly represented by Cristina Cantu Diaz …Y Cenicienta se fue a bailar.  

Cristina’s large scale gown, decorated with flowers made out of cleaning materials containers 

and papel picado is a modern interpretation of the popular Grimm brothers’ tale. In this version, 

however, there is neither prince nor fairy godmother.  The hard labor in search of a better life or 

the “American Dream” is the motivation of many immigrant women to continue their solo dance 

in the US territory.  How Down by Consuelo Jiménez Underwood also examines labor topics 

with a textile designed with both US and Mexico flags crossing from right to left and down 

towards the US. The massive Los Angeles janitors’ strike of 2000 inspired Mark Vallen’s 

paintings.  Despite this specific muse, the paintings clearly allude to the struggles taking place in 

other cities, states and countries. These paintings also praise the efforts of Latino workers and 

organized labor as an awareness of class and as an exploration of cultural identity. 

The struggles for  equal rights are presented in Linda Vallejo’s piece Immigration USA (2008), a 

recycled newspaper collage of the 2005 Los Angeles May Day immigrant rights march.  By 

juxtaposing images of the march with compelling photos of human rights leaders, marches, 

triumphs and offenses, Linda represents the desires of millions of people for equality...  Ester 

Hernández revised her famous Sun Mad print to create Sun Raid which addresses the 

deportation affecting many indigenous groups from Oaxaca.  Ester transformed the familiar 

raisin box with a skeletal farm worker. By changing the text she provokes a dialog about issues 

that affect specific populations that are normally invisible to the mainstream public. 

Jaime Guerrero’s conceptual installation, 100 Cucharas (100 Spoons), speaks about farm 

indigenous labor in Latin America.  The focus of the piece is a hand blown glass zarape, with a 

halo of transparent spoons situated over a stone fence.  The fence, effective in keeping out 

animals and livestock, is a metaphor of the isolation, separation and invisibility from urban 

centers suffered by the farm laborers.  On her untitled piece Viviana (Viva) Paredes extends the 

dialogue about the changing landscape of available food for poor rural people.  Viviana’s 

exquisite piece engages the viewer to think about the sacred meaning of corn and the issues of 

introduction of engineered corn;  the artist poses the question “What does it mean to a culture 



where it is thought that we were born from corn?” The heirloom corn seeds were collected by 

the artist and encased in glass formed in the shape of corn kernels. Viva is also intrigued by the 

notion that chemical companies are behind engineered food.  Thus, this work has dual meaning: 

it shows the beauty of the seeds that have been cultivated and by encasing them in glass she 

hints at a future where seeds are merely display items with an uncertain nutritional value. 

Referring to the military intervention in Iraq, Juan Fuentes makes his statement with a black and 

white linocut depicting children playing around war trucks and looking out from a wire fence. 

Responding directly to the question “What does Chicana/o art look like today? (aesthetics), 

Linda Arreola’s geometric abstractions extend a further dialogue about the paradigm of 

Chicana/o art.  Influenced by the architecture of Meso-America and American artists, Linda uses 

a “grid” as a foundation, representing network that interconnect all things the spiritual. She 

believes that the most basic elements reveal the essence of being and belonging.  Jose Arenas’ 

metaphorical Chochki explores the value and level of importance placed on inanimate things 

based on personal moments and shared experiences.  The focus of his painting—a white 

elephant porcelain figurine— without a personal connection may appear insignificant and 

mundane, but can become layered with individual, as well as  dense collective memories as 

they move from owner to owner. 

Influenced by Surrealism, Mexican popular culture and cartooning, Quintin Gonzalez’s 

Luchadores (wrestlers) are a means of escape from the hardships and social ills that Latinos 

often face in the US. His playful works captures the spirit of "happier days past”. The soft palette 

of Chicano15 refers to the traditional Quinceañera party, smothering out the typical machismo 

that surrounds el luchador. 

Armando Ramos is interested in the manipulation of images from everyday life and popular 

culture. Revisiting his past, Armando’s shadow box contains images from his childhood, like the 

boxer, wrestler and other cartoons, with his adult perspective.  He uses clay, wood and found 

images in a way that emphasizes the material and the two dimensionality of the images, giving 

the impression of vulnerability and awkwardness.  The found images allow the viewers to make 

their own associations.  Through the characters, Armando explores how these childhood heroes 

act as placeholders for a time that can no longer be attained: the playful and naïve perspective 

of world from a child’s point of view. 

Deborah Kuetzpalin Vasquez created the cartoon character Citlali, La Chicana Super Hero to 

explore social and political issues pertaining to Chicanas and other mujeres (women). Deborah 

comments on the U.S. government border wall and its impact on women. Stories of women and 

children being raped and/or left to die by the coyotes or the Border Patrol agents are common 

place.  Tonantzin (the Indigenous Virgen of Guadalupe) is tattooed on Citlali’s chest.  In 

Deborah’s words, “Tonantzin is emblazed like the fire as she tears into her chest and grasps her 

corazón (heart) and offer[ing] it to us.”   In the same genre, Rio Yañez’s striking print  Ask a 

Chola  depicts Soledad, one of the most intriguing performing artists and cultural critics today, 

whose identity is always concealed by  a bandana.  The graphic qualities of Rio’s piece 

enhance the mystery around this modern urban icon. 



Joe Bravo’s paintings of El Luchador and President Barak Obama on tortillas are symbols of 

current cultural icons, hope and change.  The use of tortillas as a canvas opens a dialog about 

the critical changes occurring in the US as the result of the election, along with addressing food 

production and food availability. 

Paula Castillo directly addresses the question about how artists engage the community with her 

humoristic intervention Somos aqui.  The piece is inspired by El Pícaro, (The Rascal) a 

character that with a great sense of humor and symbolism illuminate the contradictions of 

society.  Paula visited San Jose, Watsonville and Santa Cruz and created her temporary graffiti 

by placing the magnetic letters in numerous settings. In Paula’s words,  “because of  the  

association  of magnetic letters with education,  these little toys offer a range of connections, 

e.g. issues of language and dominant culture,  literacy and radical democracy.”  Because of 

their association with childhood they act as a transitional object located between the inner and 

outer world between reality and fantasy. The text “somos aquí” becomes “witnesses to our 

larger social, political and environmental world.” 

The 2009 Chicana/o Biennial, demonstrates the artists commitment to social commentary, 

education and engagement of both spiritual and popular culture. It is inevitable to reach to the 

conclusion that this exhibition is a sample of “visual activism”.  The beautifully crafted pieces 

showcased in this Biennial inform the viewer about the significant role that Chicana/o culture 

plays in our society. 

—Alejandra Chaverri 
Associate Curator 
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About MACLA: 



MACLA is an inclusive contemporary arts space grounded in the Chicano/Latino experience that 
incubates new visual, literary and performance art in order to engage people in civic dialogue and 
community transformation.  Over 30,000 people participate in our 50 programs each year in four core 
program tracts: visual arts; performance and literary arts; youth arts education; and community 
development through the arts. 
 
Location: 
510 South First Street (in between William & Reed Streets) 
San Jose, CA 95113 
www.maclaarte.org 
info@maclaarte.org 
(408)998-ARTE (information only) 
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